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Introduction This pamphlet is an adaptation of one with the sdme name
published in Great Britain by the Science and Engineering Re-
search Council. It has been modified to make it more relevant to
Ph.D. education in North America and to broaden it somewhat
beyond the sciences and engineering. Because of the good sense
and style of the original, however, most of the language and ideas
remain as they appear there.

The original document was produced in 1982 as a result of concern
about the increasing amount of time it was taking for students to
complete the Ph.D. degree in Great Britain. The same concern
exists in North America, and while the systLms differ in many
respects, one is clearly thcsame: the importance of the relationship
between students and their research supervisors.

The responsibility for completing a Ph.D. degree within a reason-
able length of time is shared by the student and the supervisor. The
purpose of this document is to discuss ways to make each of them
more aware of the problems, and to suggest ways for improving
the process.

We have prepared this North American version in the belief that it
will be useful to faculty and graduate students engaged in r !search
together. We thank R. J. Kavanagh, Director General, Scholdrships
and Intemational Programs, Natural Sciences and Engineering
Research Council of Canada, for bringing the original publication
to our attention, and Professor E. W. J. Mitchell, Chairman of the
Science and Engineering Research Council of Great Britain, for
granting permission to adapt their document.
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Beginnings

The

Framework

esearch Student and
Supervisor

A peculiarly close relationship exists between the research student
and supervisor. They start as master and pupil and ideally end up
as colleagues. Obviously, under these circumstances, it is desirable
that the student and supervisor should be carefully matched. But
this can be extremely difficult. In many cases the student has come
from another university and there has been little or no chance for
ta:k between tne parties to allow both sides to make up their
minds about each other. To deal with this problem, some depart-
ments provide opportunities for students to discuss research
activities with those memberf of the faculty with whom they share
scholarly interests. This takes place before the student chooses a
research supen-isor. Of course, some students select a particular
institution for graduate work because of the desire to work with a
specific individual. In either case, the personal as well as the
intellectual characteristics of both parties neod to 1- taken into
account in forming this partnership if it is to lead to a productive
working relationship that is challensing to both of them and that
gives the student the best chance to complete the Ph.D. degree.
There are two aspects to supervision. The first and more important
has to do with creativity and involves the ability to select prob-
lems, to stimulate and enthuse students, and to provide a steady
stream of ideas. The second aspect is concerned with the mechan-
ics of ensuring that the student makes good progress.

There is no way to pros ide any general guidance on the first
matter since it is so dependent on the characteristics of the persons
involved. The purpose of this document is to point to some ways
of ensuring good, steady and satisfactory progress. We believe that
to achieve this a definite plah is required which may well be
different not merely for each discipline, but probably for each
department, and in some cases, for each student. We will refer to
this plan as a framework since it serves as a structure for
supporting and defining the student's graduate program. With
such a framework, it will be much easier for the supervisor and
student to recognize when things are starting to go wrong.

The existence of a framework, accepted within the department,
which marks out the stages that a student should be expected to
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Time the
Enemy

have completed at various points in the period of study, is a key
element in good supervisory practice. Students will be helped by
knowing that they are expected to reach certain stages at certain
times and will come to accer that part of their training is, in fact,
learning how to manage their time and organize their activities
something which they will certainly have to do if they are going to
make a success of any job in later life. They will also be helped by
having a clear understanding of the supervisofs commitmeni to
their graduate program.
The nature of the frafrawork should be nu.de clear to students in
writing by the depattments. The framework should include regu-
lar meetings with the supervisor, a method of assessing cou-se
work, and an examination for admission to candidacy that evatn-
ates the student's potential for independent work. Whatever the
framework chosen, the aim is to encourage the student to develop
good work habits, to train the student to establish a personal
schedule, and to assure the student that evaluation of progress in
the program is fair and objective.

Before going further, it is worth looking at some of the reasons,
most particulat'y those associated with research, for long comple-
tion times or failure to complete. There can be no doubt that the
major enemy is time. Everything takes much longer than the
inexperienced student expects. Students, with the help of their
supervisors, need to plan their time carefully if they are to
complete their Ph.D. dissertations* in a reasonable period of time.
For a student who has just started graduate work the necessity for
advance planning may not be particularly obvious. This leads
immediately to one quite Lommon reason for late completion
namely, a slow start in research. Particularly in those disciplines
Li:aracterized by a large body of received knowledge and a highly
structured core curriculum, students may haw_ operated in a
passive mode for a long time, and making the change to the more
criticai, questioning role of the independent scholar may be
difficult. However, if the student does not quickly become en-
gaged in the intellectual issues in the discipline, including the
formulation of research ideas and projects, and such other initial
activities as re desirable, the result is that the retraining portion of
the student's activities is always a scramble and the program
inevibbly slips.

*The terms -dissertation" and "thesis" may be onsidered interdiangeable tor the
purpose of this docunwnt.
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The Early
dtages

A second common cause of delay is the student and/or supervisor
who is never satisfied, who can always think of a way to improve
resultsin short, who cannot bring anything to a conclusion.
Perfectionism can be a virtue, but if a student would only write up
what already has been achieved, and discuss it frequ,ntly with the
supervisor, it would almost certainly clarify whether any improve-
ment is actually necessary or desirable, what additional amount of
effort is required, and whether it is sensible to attempt that amount
of work in the time available. This process contributes to the
effective planning of time.

A third common cause of delay is distraction from the main line of
enquiry Some students may get "hooked" on computing, largely
because of the sheer pleasure obtained from manipulating the
computer. Others may not be able to resist the temptation to
explore every side path and byway that arises during the course of
any research project. In any event, these and other similar distrac-
tions inevitably lead to delayed completion of the dissertation.

Most supervisors have come across these problems and have tried
to cope with them. Their success in doing so has often depended
on the ability of both student and supervisor to realize that the
Ph.D. program is Lhe beginning rather than the sum Jf the
student's career, and to work together to ensure that the program
is compkted without undue delays.

It is during the first two years that an appropriate framework is
most important, for it is here that a decision wiii usually be made
as to whether the student is to continue for the Ph.D. or not. An
experienced supervisor will probably have little difficulty in
deciding t y the end of this time, but the student must be able to
see the decision as just and fair, as indeed so must others working
in the same departmen' For this to happen, it is important that the
student should know at various stages how well things are going,
and must feel that proper direction is being provided by the
supervisor. Above all, there must be candid and open communi-
cation between supervisor and student. While in normal circum-
stances supervisors are likely to ' e frequent contacts with their
students at th stage, it is very imponant to have a regular time
during which the student and supervisor meet to discuss prob-
lems. Fixing a time ensures that a busy supervisor does not
inadvertently neglect meeting Ivith students, and also pros ides a
convenient way for the supervisor to ensure that certain tnings
have been done.



The student receives much of the formdl training that is considered
necessary and desirable in many Ph.D. programs during the first
tivo years. The form of this training will, of course, vary with the
nature of the discipline and the department. In many programs it
is common to provide graduate courses and to examine the
students in these courses, usually by written tests. In other cases
the course work may be augmented to a greater or lesser disree by
directed reading or individual studies accompanied by polodic
evaluations.

However, not all of the first two years will be spent on the formal
portion of the introductory training. Many other activ:cies should
be initiated in this period, particularly those related to becoming
immersed in the field and getting started in research. They will
vary enormously accord,ng to the nature of the program, and it is
during this time that the student should be made awere of the
nature and pace of work that is expected and appropriate to the
field of study. The most important thing to learn is that completing
the program in a reasonable period of time will require long hours
of hard work and effective use of time.

Once a student and faculty member have a ;reed to work together,
the next matter is the choice of the student's research topic. In
some areas the student becomes involved in one of the main
ongoing lines of research within the department. In other areas, the
supervisor may have a general idea of several research possibilities
in various directions, and in this cdse it is possible for an able
student to play a significant role in the final decision on the
research topic. Some students may have a %try clear idea of the
topic they wish to work on, and here, the student and supervisor

work together to define a project that can be completed in a
reasonable period of time within the context of the Ph.D. program.
In any case, the final decision must be roched reasonably early.
Delay i too easy, particularly if a large amount of the first two
years is devoted to course work and related activities.

In most disciplines, in pr yosing a particular research topic, the
supervisor should be confident that given hard work and reason-
able ability, it is fairly certain that the student will bring matters to
a satisfactory conclusion. But occasionally an exciting line of
research appears in which the outcome is more uncertain, and in
these cases the supervisor should have a fallback positioy in case
some unexpected difficulty arises.

What follows is based on the assumption that students begin to be
involved in research during this first stage in graduate study. In
the sciences and engineering, this reresents the usual scenario. In
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the humanities, students may not begin their research until later,
often after admission to candidacy. In all ca5es, however, students
embarking on Ph.D. programs need to be thinking about the kind
of work they want to do for their dissertations, and refining their
thoug!its through reading and discnssions with their supervisors.

In most fields a literature survey forms an important starting
puition of the work, and this should be carried out in the early
stages. During this period the sharpness of the definition of the
research topic should increase markedly. The student should also
be trained in the virtues of the systematic recording of data and/or
other relevant information and the importance of keeping and
maintaining a clear record of everything that has been undertaken.
In short, by the end of the first tv% o years the student should have
a fairly clear idea of what the nature and purpose of the research
is to be, should understand the necessary background information
of relevant work already carried out, and should possess a
systematic record of all that he or she has ..ccomplished and
attempted. Finally, through the assessment of written reports
prepared by the student, the supervisor should know whether the
student is capable of writing a coherent, connected account of ti..e
work. A weakness in this area will cause the student a iot of
trouble later on, and must not, therefo-re, be ignomd.

At this point, the student should be mady to take the examination
for admission to candidacy,. In our view this examination shc d
always include an mai presentation evaluated by several people in
addition to the supervisor. ideally, at least one of the examiners
should be a person who is very familiar with the specific area of
the student's intemst (but is not the supervisor) and another one
who is at most just working in the general area. This arrangement
has the virtue that the student Lan be examined in depth by the
expert, but is also likely to be asked simple but fundamental
queAions by the non-expert.

In summary, there should exist in the first two years a framework
which will enable both the supervisor am the student to recognize
whether the student should continue on 5or the Ph.D. It should
also ensure that the stdent has adopted appropriate and relevant
methods of work so as to guarantee that the femainder of the time
is spent fruitfully, with a high probability of completing the task
within the allotted span. A clear and well-defined process of
assessment allows the student to know where he or she stands,
makes for a reasonably objective judgment of his or her suitability
for further work, and can be of value in detecting and correcting
problems.

9



The Middle
Stages

Upon successful ampletion of the first part of the program, the
student will enter the middle stages knowing what is to be done,
with a thorough background knowledge and, in many cases, with
a start made on the research work itself. An effective framework in
the first years will have encouraged the student, one hopes, not
merely to accept, but to expect a suitable framework for the
remainder of the program. Indeed, much of Iyhat we have said
about the early stages applies with equal force to the subsequent
years, and departmental communications should emphasize this.

It is in the middle stages that the student should obtain the bulk of
the results which are going to form the main body of the
dissertation. Obviously, it would be ideal if ,:ppropriate milestones
could be established, determining the points which tlte student
should have reached at various times. One must, however, remem-
ber that we are talking about original research where, by defini-
tion, things do not necessarily go as inte Ided. Nevertheless, it is a
good idea at this stage for the student and supervisor together to
do their best to lay out a critical path. This critical path should be
reviewed at various times throughout the y.:ar, and bewme more
sharply defined as time goes by.

The plan of campaign should contain ample allowan cs! for unex-
pected additional work. This is the nature of research. We are
looking for the new and unexpected. Because of this, it is ex-
tremely important that fairly early in this stage the supervisor
assess whether it is likely that the student will be able to bring the
work to a timely conclusion, or whether the difficulties are such
that the student mr modify the topic or switch tu another more
likely to produce a di,sertation in a reasonable period of time.

One cannot put too much emphasis on the need o keep systematic
records. There are several reasons fur this. First, v ithout systematic
records the student wil have considerable difficulty when it comes
to a final writing up. Semnd, it may not be until later, when furthtx
work has been done, that it is possible to obtain a proper grasp c-f
the import of the earlier work. Once again, this will be very
difficult without systematic records. Third, it is p,rfectly possible
that as a result of later work, perhaps by other people, a previously
abandoned line of research needs to be reinvestigated, and proper
records will save time-wasting repetition of earlier work.

It is almost implicit in what h1b been said so far that we have been
talking about the student who is engaged in a project in collabo-
ration with only the supervisor. This is not the onh way of
carrying out research; more and more these days, paIncularly in
the sciences, research is carried out in collaborative tean..: This
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The Final
Stages

presents somewhat differmt problems, particularly in the middle
stage. Where teamwork is illW)lved, there will usually be s.2veral
senior academics who understand the necessity of meeting dead-
lines and of ensuring the vork is progressing in an efficient and
satisfactory manner. The problem in this area is ot s much to set
up milestones for the project as a whole, but to define the student's
spec'ic contribution to the work, and to make sure not only that
those contributions are made, but that the student has a thorough
grasp of the project as a whole.

When many people are involved tnere is far less chance that the
student ivill fall behind or go off track with nobody noticing, since
other .ire dependent on the student completing the tasks as-
signeo. The bigger risk here is of not seeing the forest for the trees.
;n this case, tkrefore, it is almost essential for the student to be
ask, d occasionally to explain to the group not memly what he or
she is up to, how much has been achieved and what problems are
foreseen, but also to explain hew this fits into the whole project.
Obviously, I sin- lar process is highly desirable for all students, not
just for those involved in group research. There is nothing like
having to explain yourself to other people for clarifying the mind.

In mastering all the details of a particular research project students
sometimes do not realize that colleagues may be more interested in
the wider aspects of the project and its impact on the whole body
of knowledge, and have different views abtnit the significance of
the research. For these reasons, students should be given the
opportunity', particularly toward the end of the period of research
training, to presmq this result of the research at a departmental
seminar involving faculty and graduate students. This kind of
experience will help greatly in concentrat;ng the student's n.ind on
the structuring of the remaining portion of the research.

Sometim: in the early part of the final y car, depending on the field,
the student should have completed the actual research work so
that all that remains is the production of the disst.rtation. The time
it takes to write a dissertation, like that required for other activities
of this kind, is usually longer than anticipakd. The writing of the
first draft should have started long before this stage. A general
introduction should be drafted as soon as possible, evm if it has to
have gaps. Equally, it will be a great help to the stutlnt if a rough
draft is written on each part of the total project as that part is
completed. The use of personal computers r; ..eatly facilitates this
approach and makes the writing of the full dissertation much



easier. Once again, milestones becomL very important, as slippage
now usually means slippage in tl.e final date of submission. There
are various questions which can be asked at this stage, and the
wise student will make a list of them and their draft answers.

For example, what questions has the work so far answered, and
what open question:, has it left or raised? What is the relation of the
work comple.ed to previous work done by other people? Does the
student really understand the work that has gone before? What
comments can be made about it in light of student's own
work?

By now the student should have acquired a substantial list of
references and copies of the most relevant papers. It is advisable at
this stage for the student to re-read some of the papers to establish
clez rly the relation of previous work to the dissertation. If the
student's work has been carefey carried out, one likely result
may be to throw some doubts on previous work. It is important to
study this carefully and to try to reconcile any diffiTelices that have
arisen.

The disserNion may be the first rea:ly extended piece of work that
the student has ever written. It is worthwhile, therefore, to spend
some time in laying out a plan for writing the dissertation which
can be discussed w ith the supervisor. Different departments in
universities ha e different rules regarding the amount of assis-
tance that a supervisor may give to a student in this portion of the
work, but it is generally accepted that by and large the dissertation
should be the student's unaided effort.

Two particair points must be mentioned here. First, the disserta-
tion should be no longer than necessam It should demonstrate
that the student understancl the background to the research,
explain clearly the methods used, present the results, and discuss
the findings withiu an appropriate framework. Verbosity and
padding should be avoided at all stages; they detract from the
issues at hand :Ind provide easy targets for criticism by examiners.

Second, unless the student is a particularly gifted writer, the use of
one of the many books that are now available on good w -Bing will
likely improve the dissertation. Th.:re is more in this than making
the dissertation a pleasure for the ex,aniners to read. Woolly
writing is frequently a reflection of woolly thinking. A student
who writes clearly will ...otm discover that a problem o" expression
often arises from a lack of understanding, whereas a student who
writes poorly can write rubbish without even realizing it.
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The Need to
Submit a

Dissertation

.1 Final
Comment

There may be some who would argue that the cGmpletion* rate
does not really matter; that many students who complete late or
even fall to complete at all nevertheless profit substantially from
their period of research, and failure to submit a Ph.D. dissertation
should not be regarded _as a failure per se. There is indeed an
element of truth in this. A substantial number of students who fail
to submit a Ph.D. dissertation do so because they become involved
in some other work. They leave the department with every
intention of writing up the dissertation, but find their days full,
working in an interasting job which they obtained partly as a result
of their training, and as time goes by the importance of submitting
a dissertation recedes steadily into the background and finally
dies. Apart from actually writing their dissertation they have
performed all the necessaiy things that one expects from a Ph.D.
student. They have been well trained, they have learned the
techniques of their subject and, in many cases, may have pub-
lished papers of some significance.

It is still true, however, to say that a substantial portion of the
successful research training of a student lies in ensuring that heor
she has the ability to write an extended and coherent reporton the
work that has been done. In those cases where papers are
nublished during the course of Ph.D. research, the supervisor is
usually so closely involved, either through editing the manuscript
or as a co-author, that the student will not have ihe sole respon-
sibility for producing the written report. Thus, the writing of the
Ph.D. dissertation may be the one single unaided piece of worl.
that a student undertakes. The successful completion of this final
part of Ph.D. training marks the transition from studer,
independent scholar.

In some fields, when the work has gone well and opened up
prospects for future msearch, the supervisor may suggest that the
student might like to consider a two or three-year continuation as
a postdoctoral research associate. Experience shows that i the
student accepts, and is appointed before kmding in the disserta-
tion, in the vast majority of cases the rate of progress on the
dissertation slows dramatically, and a delay of six months to a year
is almost inevitable. This may sometimes be good for scholarship,
but may not be fair to the student. We believe that whatever the

'Completion is defined as the submission of the dissertation to the appropriate
authorities.



Canclusinc

circumstances, the student should not be allowed to take up the
new position until the dissertation has been submitted. This
provides an :ncentive for completion and affirms the student's
responsibility tor finishing the dissertation.

The lack of a planned, disciplined, and well-supervised approach
to research, coupled with the temptations to undertake other
research activities or employment, can frustrate the timely com-
pletion of the Ph.D. program. We have discussed some of the
pradices which we think, if generally adopted, would lead many
more students to complete their Ph.D. expeditiously. We end with
a checklist, in question form, which brings out the main points we
have tried to make.
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A Checklist on Good Supervisory Practice
1. Is there a departmental document, available to students and

supervisors, that describes the department's view on good
supervisory practice?

2. What steps are taken to try and make a good match between
a supervisor and the prospective student?

3. Does the student present a report during the first two years
which is assessed by people other than the supervisor?

4. Does the supervisor see the student often enough?

5. Are there regular occasions when both the student's progress
and background knowledge of the subject are assessed?

6. Is the assessment procedure seen as satisfactory by both
supervisor and student?

7. Are there occasions when the student has to make a public
presentation and are these presentations satisfactory?

8. How is the topic of research refined in the first two years?

9. When is a long-term program of research laid out and a critical
path defined?

10. Does the supervisor periodically check the student's record
keeping to see whether it is systematic?

The above questions are aimed largely at the supervisor and
department, though some of them apply equally to the student.
There are a few more questions directed specifically to the student:

1. Have you tried to plan your work systematically?

2. Have you identified the major difficulti,s?

3. Do you understand the relevant references?

4. Am your records in good order and could you answer a
question on something you did six months ago?

5. Have you drafted the first version of any portion of the work
that has been completed?

6. Do other people find your written work difficult to under-
stand?

7. Are t'ere any tables, figures or other matter which could
usefully be prepared at an early stage?
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